Abstract
Introduction
Smartphones, tablets and a range of other devices integrate cameras with a suite of other sensors, including microphone, accelerometer, magnetometer, etc., all accessible in synchrony through an integrated computer. The affordability and dramatic spread of these integrated systems revolutionizes computer vision. Vision becomes cross-modal. For example, accelerometers are used in conjunction to cameras for disambiguating structure from motion [7] and initializing image stabilization [22] and mosaicing. Cross-modal analysis is also biologically-motivated: human and animals integrate vision with other senses [12, 19] . We discuss the following cross-modal question: can one modality be used to denoise another? For example, can video be used to denoise accelerometer readings or a noisy mono soundtrack? This is a general question, thus much of the analysis in this paper is general. We focus on audio-visual (AV) cross- . An input video accompanied by its soundtrack, which is highly corrupted by an unknown, unseen non-stationary noise source. The output soundtrack is denoised with the aid of the video. A 8sec section of a 240sec movie is plotted. The video with all the soundtracks can be linked through [35] .
modal denoising as a case study (See Fig. 1 ). AV analysis is an emerging topic [8, 26, 30, 38, 40] , prompting studies in a range of interesting tasks [2, 17, 24, 25] . 1 Unimodal denoising and source separation are difficult when the intensity of the noise is very high (overwhelming the signal) and non stationary (structured). This is the cocktail party problem [21] , which is very challenging, especially when only a single sensor (microphone) is accessible [5, 34, 36] . In AV studies, source separation [2, 6, 17, 29] assumes that all the audio sources are visible in the field of view, e.g., a couple of speakers are seen while they speak. Here we seek more general Denoising: there may be no data about the auditory disturbance. The source of the noise may be in the background, inaccessible, unseen. In our problem, one modality suffers from strong noise which is non-stationary and unobserved directly. The modality is denoised using data from another, cleaner modality (video). 1 Some vision methods were adapted to unimodal audio analysis [23, 33] . 2 We aim to output cleaner audio, suitable for human and machine hearing. The aim is not computational word recognition [11] .
Déjà Vu + Déjà Entendu
Our approach is: if "you already saw it and heard it," you can hear it well if you see it again. Our method uses training examples. A training movie has relatively clean audio. This enables prior learning of cross-modal association. Based on the learned association and clean training examples, it is possible in testing to use the clean modality (video) to help denoise the other (audio). For example, any smartphone has a microphone and a camera aiming at the user's face. Video calls from a quiet home create a clean example database. Later, calls are made in audio-noisy places such as a train station, bar or workshop. There, the clear audio example set can be used to denoise the voice. The examples are easily found since the video is relatively undisturbed. Another example is music: suppose undisturbed examples of audiovideos of a drum are obtained. Later they can be used to isolate a drum's sound in a rock show.
Example-based methods are used in various computervision tasks [4, 10, 15, 18] . This work builds on these contributions, extending them to cross-modal analysis.
Background
Unimodal single-channel audio denoising and source separation are long studied problems. In audio denoising, noise is commonly assumed to be stationary [9, 28, 37, 39] . Nevertheless, there are unimodal source separation techniques which successfully accomplish separating nonstationary sources [34, 36] . Music and speech signals have inherently different statistics. Thus, many algorithms are distinct for each, while some [16, 34, 36] are oriented to both. There, sparse representations of audio are used.
We also use a single microphone, and process music and speech using statistics applicable exclusively to each. The clear video enables audio denoising using simple mathematical operations. We cope with very low SNR, under overwhelming non-stationary noise, even when both the desired signal and noise originate from the same source. 3 In recent years, source separation algorithms assisted by video appeared. However, they [2, 6, 17] assume that all audio sources appear in the visual data.
Cross-Modal Representation
We generalize example-based denoising [10, 15, 18] 
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Rendering a denoised multimodal signal.
Here we focus on step 1. Steps 3, 4 and 5 are described in Secs. 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
Step 2 is given in Sec. 7.
Joint Signals
AV signals simultaneously evolve continuously: at time , a camera senses an instantaneous object projection v( ) while a microphone senses instantaneous air-pressure, whose temporal change is the audio ( ). The signals are sampled. The sampling periods of the audio and video are
A training video is divided into temporal segments, each F frames long. We define an example as a temporal segment composed of video (v e ) and audio ( e ) components. Consider as an example index. The indices
] are the frames in segment , with 0 being its initial frame (See Fig. 2 ). The video data in this segment is a visual-example,
The video segment is accompanied by an audio stream, containing S samples. The audio sample indices in segment are [ 0 , ..., ( 0 + S − 1)], where 0 is the index of the first audio sample in this segment (Fig. 2) . The audio data in this segment is an audio-example,
The corresponding examples measure the same event simultaneously in their respective modalities. The -th AV joint example is the row vector
where e V and e A are given in Eqs. (1, 2) . The example set of AV signals constitutes
The examples can now be used for processing new AV test data, based on a pattern recognition system. The test set of raw measured input test signals is {i } =1 . Here, indexes the input signal composed of video and audio components (Fig. 3) . The input audio components are generally noisy and distorted, in contrast to signals obtained in a clutter-less environment during training. The input sequence is divided into temporal segments, each including Figure 3 . Periodic extraction of video and audio segments. Consecutive segments partially overlap in time.
F frames and S audio samples. The data in the -th segment is a visual-input i V and an audio-input i A . Thus, the -th AV joint input signal is the row vector
There is a partial temporal overlap between input segments extracted from the raw sequence. Each AV example and AV test input is pre-processed to yield a multimodal feature vector [6, 29] 
Here,ẽ V andẽ A are respectively the visual and auditory feature row-vectors obtained from the -th raw example. Similarly,ĩ V andĩ A are respectively the visual and auditory feature vectors of the -th raw input signal. The pre-process is described in Sec. 7. Between a feature vector of the -th input signal to that of the -th example,
measure the distance between visual feature vectors or auditory feature vectors, respectively. 4 The distance measure can be the ℓ 2 norm.
Feature Statistics as a Prior
Before processing input segments, we establish the statistical nature of the signal, using training. The statistics then serve as prior knowledge, when processing a test sequence. As motivation, when listening to a familiar language, a strong prior is that some temporal sequences of syllables are highly probable (frequently appearing in words), while others much less so. The probability distribution of syllable temporal sequences is a prior, which can disambiguate speech under noise. Our work is motivated by language. However, we avoid a high-level approach that seeks division of the audio sequence into syllables. Instead, we use low-level audio features in example segments, and use training data to learn a probability distribution of temporally consecutive segments.
Our segments are 0.28 sec long, approximately the duration of a single syllable. Each example segment is turned into a feature vectorẽ . The set of example feature vectors E (Eq. 4) undergoes clustering into clusters (we use Kmeans for this). The proper number for is debatable, as there are (10 4 ) potential syllable types. To reduce dimensionality in our experiments, we took as rule-of-thumb the number of vowel×consonant combinations (in any order), and then dictated = 350. In this way, we obtain clusters of AV segments. Segments in each cluster sound/look rather similar. Segments across clusters can efficiently be used in consecutive order to render speech.
Let segments have a fixed period of frames (see Fig. 3 ). For the 'th example segment, the feature vector belongs to cluster = (ẽ ). The consecutive segment belongs to cluster + = (ẽ + ). The set of all consecutive segments corresponding to fixed clusters
The probability for a transition from cluster to is estimated from the histogram of these sets,
The clusters and their transitions are illustrated in Fig. 4 . In a × matrix P, the ( , ) element is ( , ). This matrix is a statistical prior that expresses the joint probability for consecutive signal segments. The prior views signals as derived from a hidden Markov model (HMM) [13, 21, 31] , as plotted in Fig. 4 .
Cross-Modal Association
We seek association for each noisy input segment to a single clean example whose index is . A selected example should roughly replace the input audio segment i A . This choice should satisfy two requirements: 1. The feature vectors of exampleẽ and inputĩ should be similar. This requirement is expressed by a Data (fidelity) term in a cost function , defined next. 2. Consistency with prior knowledge. In our case, it is encapsulated in matrix P (Sec. 4), which expresses the probability that is followed by +1 . This becomes a Regularization term ℛ in .
One example is selected per input segment . Concatenating the sequence of selected examples, yields a vector
, where weights 5 the regularization (prior) relative to the data term. We seek the overall k that simultaneously optimizes across the entire temporal domain,k = arg min
Once the data and regularization terms are defined, Eq. (9) can be solved. Eq. (9) is equivalent to finding a path in a graph, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . A pair of input and example is a node in the graph. Directed edges in the graph represent transitions between examples selected for consecutive input segments. Graph node ( , ) carries a cost ( ), while an edge between ( , ) and ( +1, +1 ) has a cost ( , +1 ), which we define in Sec. 5.1. As explained next, visual matching eliminates all examples except for ≪ E candidates considered per . The graph reduces to × active nodes and ( −1) 2 edges. Vector k is a path in the graph, andk is the optimal path. The optimal path is efficiently found using dynamic programming [3] over this graph.
Regularization Term ℛ
At input segment , the selected example is . At the consecutive input segment, + 1, the selected example is +1 . These examples correspond to clusters and
+1
. This pair has prior probability ( ,
). We use it to induce a cost 5 The value of was set to 1.5 in our experiments.
A low probability transition between example segments induces a high cost, while a highly likely transition induces little or no cost. The cost ( , +1 ) is a weight corresponding to each directed edge in the graph of Fig. 5 . The term ℛ sums Eq. (10) over all temporal input segments:
).
Data Term
Data fitting in cross modal processing is challenging and interesting. This work does not aim to denoise both modalities using examples. The input video is relatively clean, with sufficient quality. Only the audio is considered as noisy, and needs to be estimated. Being of good quality, the video featuresĩ V andẽ V have critical importance. They have a prime role in eliminating from E examples that are unrelated to i . In this way, visual features suggest candidate examples from E that are potentially close neighbors to i . However, visual information often does not have a clear one-to-one correspondence to audio. In speech, different sounds may be created by similar lip movements. Hence, visual features provide a coarse fit in our audio denoising task, greatly reducing the number of relevant examples to ≪ E , per input. Audio features finely discriminate among those examples.
For the 'th input segment, the set of visual nearestneighbors are found among the visual feature vectors: (12):
For audio, define
All the audio vector-distances are normalized by max A , yieldinĝ
where 0 ≤ˆA ≤ 1. A data-fitting cost for a selected example can then be posed as
In Eq. (15), the left bracketed term is boolean, and it expresses the requirement that ∈ K . The right bracketed term is continuous-valued, and it expresses the requirement for low audio misfit cost. The lower bound of ( ) is −1, obtained when both the visual difference is low ( V ≤ ) and the audio perfectly fits (ˆA → 0). This is the best we can strive for. The upper bound of ( ) is 0, obtained if the visual difference is high ( V > ) or the audio fits poorly (ˆA → 1). The cost ( ) is associated with node ( , ) in the graph of Fig. 5 . The data term of sums Eq. (15) over all temporal segments of the input sequence Fig. 6 . There, the optimized example corresponding to segment isˆ. Its corresponding audio is e Â . This audio is finely aligned. 6 as explained in [35] . The sequence o is feathered using a weighting function ( ) = ( − 0 ). The output of our system is therefore the audio
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6 The temporal resolution of the video (upon which the examplesâ re primarily selected) is too coarse for audio. Thus, the audio undergoes a finer temporal alignment [35] .
Auditory and Visual Features

Audio Features
Auditory perception is sensitive to far fewer degrees of freedom than those of a raw soundtrack. The known art determines the essential compact features of audio, such that a simple A measures the essential differences between perceived sounds. For stationary sounds in speech, such features are the mel-frequency Cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [32] . Sound is generally not stationary throughout the temporal extent of an audio segment. Thus, each segment is divided into T brief consecutive tiles, each indexed by . Per tile , the MFCCs yield a feature row-vector m . Thus, overall, the audio feature vector of the whole segment isẽ
, similarly for examples and input. In our speech experiments, we used T = 7, and each m contains just 13 MFCCs.
In music experiments, we used a spectrogram summation over time as the audio feature vector. This implies the harmonic structure typical to musical instruments.
Visual Features
Extraction of visual features has three main steps: i. Locking on the object of interest.
ii. Extracting global motion by tracking.
iii. Extracting features unrelated to global motion. In speech, the object of interest is around the mouth.
Step ii involves tracking the global location and orientation of the mouth. Other than image registration, we make no use of this global state here.
Step iii extracts features associated with lip motion. We used low-level features: a stabilized region of interest around the mouth underwent spatio-temporal discrete cosine transformed (DCT). Based on the set E, DCT DCT coefficients that have the highest variance are found. These DCT DCT coefficients form the visual feature vector. 7 In musical instruments, the motion of interest depends on the kinetics of instrument operation. For a stationary xylophone, the interest is on the global motion of a hitting mallet. Training examples in E are sequences having exclusive xylophone sounds: example corresponds to a hit on the 'th bar of the xylophone. A sound commences when the mallet hits an object projected to a pixel whose horizontal and vertical coordinates are e and e , respectively. The hit is a vertical minimum point. In the input sequence, we need to spot similar events. A local vertical minimum in the trajectory
where F = 3. Being in the vicinity of the 'th bar is determined by the logical operator 
ℋ ≡
Here is a loose spatial tolerance for potentially being near a bar. It allows bars to yield ℋ = 1 per frame, since the visual trajectory has ambiguities. The ambiguities stem from the xylophone being a 3D object (two levels) projected to a 2D video, and from a too coarse spatiotemporal resolution of the video, particularly for fast playing motion. Overall, the measure
has a minimum value (zero) only at input video segments V having spatial proximity to a sound-associated example e V , while being at a minimum of the trajectory. Otherwise, 
Experiments
We used a simple camcorder working at 25Hz video rate. Audio was sampled at 8kHz for speech and 16kHz for music. After the recordings, we added strong audio noise to the test sequences, making them difficult to comprehend (SNR can 8 be ≪ 1). The noise types were varied and often highly non-stationary. They are listed in Table 1 We made music and two speech denoising experiments. As in [1, 6, 27, 29] , we used a corpus of words, particularly digits {0, 1, ..., 9}. Our first speech experiments included randomly pronounced digits. Training lasted 60 sec, and testing was based on a different video lasting 240 sec. Our second experiment is of bartender speech, where a person says names of 30 beverages under strong noise from surrounding music. This is a much wider and more challenging corpus than digits. Training lasted 350 sec. The distinct testing video lasted 48 sec, corrupted by each noise type. Naturally, the sounds and appearances of lip motion varied during speech repetition. 8 SNR is measured by the ratio of signal and noise energies. Figure 7 . Spectrograms corresponding to the soundtracks described in Fig. 1 (8 out of 240 seconds) . The noise is very intense (SNR= 0.7). Top-right: our result. Bottom: results of other methods. Our method successfully denoised the signal while the other methods failed. For speech, we used F = 7 and S = 2240, corresponding to 0.28 sec. We used = 6 on the test input. Sample frames and an 8 sec section of the noisy digits input are shown in Fig. 1 , as is the corresponding denoised result. The latter is very similar to the original plot (not shown, as there is hardly any difference). This is also seen in spectrograms 9 of the signals (Fig. 7) . The same applies throughout the long test sequences. As a consequence, the spoken digits are comprehendible, except for a few misses. This is acknowledged by watching (and hearing) the movies which can be linked through [35] . The bartender experiment shows that the method can also be applied on a richer domain of signals. Sample frames, a 10 sec section of a noisy bartender input spectrogram and the corresponding denoised result are shown in Fig. 8 .
For music, a xylophone was played. Training lasted 103 sec, and testing was based on a different video lasting 100 sec. We pruned E: all examples were discarded, except for those having audio onsets [2] . The examples' The accompanied soundtrack is very noisy. The noise source is unknown, unseen in the field of view and highly non-stationary.
[Bottom] The audio is denoised, with the aid of the video, yielding clear sound and comprehension. The video with all the soundtracks can be linked through [35] .
duration varies, S ∈ [12800 − 25600], according to the lingering of each note. We set P to be uniform here. The noisy test movies included playing several tunes, to which the mentioned strong noises were added. One of the added noises is another melody of this xylophone. This kind of separation (denoising) is very challenging to unimodal audio techniques. The spatial tolerance (Eq. 20) was set to detect up to = 5 candidates bars. During testing, the method handled well music that was played fast, in an arbitrary rhythm, since here = 1. Fig. 9 shows sample frames, a spectrogram of a 10 sec section of the noisy input and the corresponding denoised spectrogram. The result is very similar to the clear original. Some differences stem from example segments having lower/higher sound intensities than the noisy input. Nevertheless, the resulting music completely got rid of the noise, and was recovered nicely. This is clearly demonstrated by watching (and hearing) the movies linked through [35] .
Comparison to Other Methods
Consistently, cross-modal processing was by far superior to unimodal (audio-only or video-only) denoising: {Process 1} A process that was run on the examples and noisy inputs, unimodally on audio without video. The rendered results sound as a mess. {Process 2} Optimization ofk used only video. The results sound more coherent than audio-only results, but still unclear. {Process 3} We applied several unimodal audio denoising methods. State-of-the-art OMLSA [9] , shrinkage [14] and non-local means denoising borrowed from image processing. In non-local means, the examples are extracted by generalizing Eq. (12) to bimodal feature vectors, per input segment All unimodal audio denoising results were very poor (hear in [35] ). There are unimodal denoising methods that cope with non-stationary noise [36] . However, we show a scenario that would truly challenge unimodal denoising. One xylophone melody serves as interfering noise overlayed on an another, desired, xylophone melody. Produced by the same instrument, both have the same sounds. Indeed, our method handles this scenario [35] .
To quantify the performance in music, we counted the percentage of correctly played notes. On average, only 30% of the notes were correct in {Process 1}. Errors include missing notes, inserting notes at the wrong time and swapping notes. In cross-modal AV processing, 85% of the notes were correct. We used the following criterion for speech. First, an original sequence was "denoised" by the method. The selected example sequence in this case isk clear . When denoising a noisy version of the sequence, the result isk. The rate of correspondence betweenk clear andk is our criterion. The correspondence rate in {Process 1} was zero. This rate was 19% in {Process 2} and 64%-75% in crossmodal processing (Table 2 ).
Discussion
The features and the recovery algorithm should seek even better generalization, to treat movies that have a wider variety. It can be useful if training is done using ordinary, noisy examples. This paper relied on basic pattern recognition tools: nearest neighbors and HMM. However, highly elaborate tools have been developed for unimodal tasks. This work may motivate generalization of these advanced tools to cross-modal denoising.
